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Search Abstract
Research aimed to the use of individual education teacher
programmed computer assisted teaching students in the first division, to
be used clothing and textile for study, the first decision, children's clothing
in the second semester, identify the effectiveness of the proposed
program to collect knowledge and performance skills on the statute of
Patterns-making lines of clothing for children, compared to the more
traditional way of teaching, compared with the time spent in learning
methods. Experience has been applied to a sample of fifty female
students from the first division, clothing and textile, has been divided into
two groups:
 Controller group: number (25) students were educated an individual
assistance program proposed computer.
 Experimental group: number (25) students learned the traditional way
(practical facts).
Researcher achieved achievement test, and a test for measuring the
performance skills of students in both groups before and after learning.
She has also prepared a note to evaluate the performance skills of
students taking measurements on the body of a child, the measure of
assessment to evaluate the performance of students to the basic skills of
Patterns making clothes for the child. After collecting grades were
processed using a T-test a sign of the differences between the averages

to substantiate his questions and research assignments, access to the
following results:
 The differences are statistically significant among the middle-level
students the experimental group before and after learning the
proposed program for post-test and thus prove the effectiveness of
the program on the computer assisted learning selected unit.
 There are significant differences among the middle-level students the
experimental group and the controller group after learning in the
collection of knowledge for the benefit of the experimental group.
 There are significant differences between the experimental group
averages level and the controller group performance after learning
skills for the experimental group.
 There are significant differences between the averages of time
learning the experimental group and the controller group in favor of
the Controller group, with the experimental group took longer time.
 Beats the experimental group the time it takes to respond to the skills
tests and grades (learning output) where the experimental group took
less time.
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Summary
The development of human resources requires availability of educational
systems which are designed and constructed accurately. It also requires the
availability of teaching staff members who have high qualifications to prepare
students properly, which qualifies the students to face the recent era challenges.
The computer is a significant part of contemporary scientific and technical
development. It is also considered an excellent and effective method of education
which excels the older ones. This is because of it saves lots of time and effort in
explaining the subject because of its ability to discuss, communicate, and
converse with the learner.
Nowadays, it is necessary to develop teaching methods and support some
curriculum objectives using a computer. That is happening because education is
recently getting towards what is known as Individual Instruction or individual
education, which aims at the transfer of axial educational process from the
scientific content of the subject to the learner himself. Each learner has the
opportunity to develop and speed up the learning process according to his own

speed and ability. Thus, the problem of individual differences between learners is
solved.
Whereas the textile and clothes section is recently facing some problems
and hindrances such as increment in the number of female students in learning
classes and the lack of specialist members of the teaching staff. Therefore, it is
necessary to find out helping solutions to avoid those hindrances by using
modern and effective technologic methods in solving education problems in the
fields of specialization, especially in the field of flat samples "patterns" whereby a
female student can react with the subject and upgrade her standard of
achievement and improve her skilled performance in a self individual way.
The research problem can be identified in the following questions:
 What is the effective range of using a computer in learning of suggested
teaching unit in this research?
 Are there statistical significant differences between the average marks of an
experimental group which is taught by the program and the controller group
which is taught in traditional methods ( practical facts) in each of the following:
1. Knowledge acquiring
2. Skilled performance
3. Learning time
Research objective:
This research aims at knowing the effective range of using computers in
learning of preparing basic flat models of children's clothes for female students of
first year, specialist in clothes and textile, comparing with the traditional method
(practical fact) whereas:
1. Knowledge acquiring
2. Skilled performance
3. Learning time
And to achieve the research aim, the following is prepared:

 Several educational mediator programs to learn the knowledge and necessary
skills to draw a basic pattern for children's corsage clothes. The program
contented of written and audio texts, fixed and movable pictures, video shots,
and movable drawings which shows the steps of pattern drawing. The
program also contented effective sound and feed back (immediate correction)
and reinforcement to the correct and wrong answer.
 Tools for measuring and evaluating learning outcome:
1- Achieving test (before/after) to measure female students' achievement of
information and related concepts of the teaching unit.
2- Skilled performance test (before/after) to measure female students'
achievement of required skills in the teaching unit.
3- Note card: to evaluate female students' achievement in the skill of taking
measurements on a child's body.
4- Estimation measurement: to evaluate female students' achievement in
basic pattern drawing skills for children's corsage clothes.
The suggested program was controller scientifically, technically, and
technologically to ensure its effectiveness on a scout sample formed from (12)
female students. Then, to ensure the attestation, firm, and objectivity of
evaluation tools to be valid to apply on the basic research sample which is formed
of (50) female students of first year specialists in clothes and textile. The
members of the sample are divided into two equal groups:
 Experimental group: (25) female students used the suggested program for
learning with the help of a computer.
 Controller group: (25) female students used traditional methods (practical
facts) for learning.
After the female students in both groups have learned and applied
achievement tests and skill tests before and after the learning, then the two tests
are marked and totaled for treatment statistically by using T-Test to search for
significant differences between the marks of both groups; experimental and

controller groups in achieving test, skill test, and the learning time. The following
results are reached:
1. There are differences of statistical significance between the averages of
marks of the female students in experimental group before and after the
learning by the suggested program in favor of dimension test. The
effectiveness of the suggested program is, therefore, verified by the help of a
computer to learn the chosen unit.
2. There are differences of statistical significance between the averages of
marks of the female students in the experimental group and the controller
group after learning in knowledge achieving for the favor of the experimental
group.
3. There are differences of statistical significance between the averages of
marks of the female students in experimental group and the controller group
after learning in skill performance for the favor of the experimental group.
4. There are differences of statistical significance between the averages of
learning time of the experimental group and the controller group for the favor
of the controller group. The experimental group took longer time.
5. The experimental group excelled or surpassed the controller group in the
spending time of answering the two tests of achievement and skill (for
learning outcome). The experimental group took less time in answering than
the controller group.
Research Method: Experimental method is to verify proposals by experiment
through experimental study of the research. It also has followed the description
method in theoretical and historical frame related to pivots of the subject of the
research.
The research contents six chapters as following:
 Chapter One: An entrance to the research which includes an introduction
about the subject of the research, its importance, and its aim. It displays the

research problem, questions, limitations, methods, procedures, and tools. It
also includes the most important terms related to the subject of the research.
 Chapter Two: Display of facts and concepts which represents the theoretical
frame of the research subject which rotates around the concept of pattern and
its kinds, the description of children's clothes, their historical development via
eras, and their suitability to the appearances of child growth through the three
stages of childhood. The chapter also includes the concept of Individual
Instruction and its pivots; and the programmed learning and the importance
of computer in its success.
 Chapter Three: Includes the previous studies and researches in the field of
the subject of the research.
 Chapter Four: It shows the procedures of constructing the suggested
educational program of several mediators with the help of a computer.
 Chapter Five: It shows the steps of constructing the tools of learning
evaluation (research tools) and how to apply them on scouting sample and
basic sample of the research
 Chapter Six: It includes research results analysis, discussion, and
interpretation to verify research proposals. Finally, to display the
recommendations and results summary.

